The classical GM(1,1) model is an efficient tool to make accurate forecasts with limited samples. But the accuracy of the GM(1,1) model still needs to be improved. This paper proposes a novel discrete GM(1,1) model, named GM SD (1,1) model, of which the background value is reconstructed using Simpson formula. 
Introduction
Grey system theory is an effective method to analyze uncertain problems with small samples and poor information, which was founded by professor Deng Julong [1] . The principle of the grey theory is "grey box" of which some information is known and the rest is unknown. Comparing with other methods, such as knowledge-driven method (Xiao et al. [2] ), fuzzy systems (Wu et al. [3] ), hybrid forecasting system (Du et al. [4] , Ma et al. [5] ), coupling mathematical model (Wang et al. [6, 7] ), the grey model only needs little origin data having simple calculation process and satisfactory forecasting accuracy. Due to this important feature, it has been successfully applied in various fields. Its applications include, but are not limited to, the inverted pendulum control (Huang and Huang [8] ), the semiconductor manufacturing layout (Chang et al. [9] ), the stock price forecasting (Chen et al. [10] ), the energy production (Wang et al. [11, 12] , Zeng et al. [13] , Zhou and He [14] ), the energy consumption (Ma and Liu [15] , Wu et al. [16] ), the China's oil production (Ma and Liu [17, 18] ), and China's electricity consumption (Zeng [19] , Wu et al. [20] ). Over the past three decades, a great number of univariate grey forecasting models have been proposed based on Deng's pioneer work. Some excellent models in this area are those NNGBM(1,1) (Chen et al. [10] , Zhang et al. [21] ), GGM(1,1) (Zhou and He [14] ), DGM(1,1) (Xie and Liu [22] , Zeng et al. [23] ), NGBM(1,1) (Chen et al. [24] , An et al. [25] ), SAGM(1,1) (Truong and Ahn [26] ), NGM(1,1,k) (Cui et al. [27] , Zeng and Liu [28] ). Recently, He and Wang [29] studied the continuous GM(1,1) model, i.e., GM SC (1,1) model where the background value was derived by utilizing the Simpson numerical integration formula. But their model has been shown inaccurate in some applications and biased for the homogeneous exponent sequence. So the optimization of the grey model and the improvement of the grey system theory have acquired a lot of achievements. An efficient way to improve the effectiveness of the grey models by developing discrete grey models which arisen from the research of DGM (1, 1) model (Xie and Liu [22] ). Many authors have proposed a variety of discrete grey models of which demonstrate satisfactory results. For more details, the readers are directed to Xie and Wang [30] , Long et al. [31] and Wang and Phan [32] .
In this paper, we focus on discrete GM(1,1) model called GM SD (1,1) model where the background value is computed employing the Simpson numerical integration formula. Its solutions of time response function and restored values, properties, and applications are derived in the present paper. We also study the forecast stability problem of the discrete GM SD (1,1) model and discuss its causes from continuous to discrete in detail. That our model is also unbiased to simulate the homogeneous exponent sequence is proved. Finally, we simulate and forecast the Gross Domestic Product and the freightage of Lanzhou by using four kinds of GM(1,1) models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the continuous GM(1,1) model. Its solutions and properties of GM SD (1,1) model are derived in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the validation of the GM SD (1,1) model. Applications are provided in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in the last Section.
The basis of GM(1,1) model
This section gives a brief overview of the classical continuous GM(1,1) model.
Suppose an original non-negative series be
and the x (0) (k) represents the behavior of the data at the time index k for k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Deng [1] proposed the GM(1,1) model is the following linear differential equation
where the
. . , n are the first-order accumulated generating operating (1-AGO) series of X (0) , the a and b are system parameters.
Eq. (1) is also called the whitening equation of the GM(1,1) model.
The approximation of
is taken as
and the background values of x (1) (t) are defined as
Thus the differential Eq. (1) can be approximately rewritten as the following difference equation
Employing the least squares estimation method, from Eq.(2) by considering t = 2, 3, . . . , n, the model parameters a and b can be given below
where Λ and η are defined as follow
. . .
where ν is the number of samples that are used to build the grey models, and the left n − ν samples are used to test.
Solving Eq.(1), the time response function can be expressed bŷ
Then the restored values ofx (0) (k + 1) can be estimated by inverse accumulated generating operation (IAGO) which is given bŷ
As presented above, once given the sample data, the system parameters in Eq. (1) 
It follows from Eq. (7) that
By utilizing the Simpson numerical integration formula, we know that
Then Eq. (8) can be expressed by
Eq.(9) turns to be
It follows from Eq.(10) that
where w = √ 3a 2 +9−2a a+3
. Iterating Eq. (11) by itself, we have that
where
We have the 1-AGO seriesX (1) of discrete GM SD (1,1) iŝ
Apply first-order inverse accumulation operation to obtain the simulation and forecasting valuê
Now the discrete GM SD (1,1) model has been constructed, and the whole modeling procedure is analyzed.
Parameters estimation of the discrete GM SD (1,1) model
From the definition of 1-AGO, we have that
By the Simpson numerical integration formula, the background value of X
is defined as
Thus the Eq.(9) can be rewritten as below
Employing the least squares estimation method, from Eq.(16) by considering k = 2, 3, . . . , n − 1, the model parameters a and b can be given as
where B and Y are defined as follows
This subsection discusses the difference between the continuous GM SC (1, 1) model and the discrete GM SD (1,1) model. In the paper of He and Wang [29] , the time response function is expressed bŷ
and the restored values ofx (0) (k + 1) is given bŷ
They are the same as the ones of the classical continuous GM(1,1) model provided in Section 2. The system parameters a and b in Eqs. (18) and (19) 
The right side of Eq. (16) is
Let φ(a) = (a + 3) + 4ae a + (a − 3) e 2a , we obtain the following numerical result displayed in Table 1 and Fig. 1 . (20) is approximately to zero. In this situation, we can say L(t) = R(t).
However, when |a| is large (a ≥ 1.5), the errors L(t) − R(t) will be quite large.
That implies the function (18) will not coincide with the difference Eq.(16), and the continuous GM SC (1,1) model may not be accurate.
On the other hand, the discrete function (14) is exactly the solution of the difference Eq. (16) . This means the performance of the discrete GM SD (1,1) model is not limited to the value of system parameters.
In the above analysis, the difference between the continuous GM SC (1,1) model and the discrete GM SD (1,1) model is that the modelling accuracy of the former depends on system parameters value, while the later does not. This is the advantage of the discrete model compared to the continuous one.
Unbiased property of the discrete GM SD (1,1) model
This subsection proves the discrete GM SD (1,1) model is unbiased to simulate the homogeneous exponent sequence. Set the homogeneous exponent is rq k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n , then X (0) = rq, rq 2 , . . . , rq n . One checks easily that
The 1-AGO of X (0) is given by
Substituting these values into the matrix B and Y , it follows that
After some calculations, we known that
From Eq. (22), we can easily obtain w = q, λ = − q + 2 2q + 1 , µ = 3rq (1 + q) 2q + 1 .
Substituting the three values into the Eq.(15), it yields that
Eq. (23) indicates that the homogeneous exponent simulative unbiased property is met.
Modelling evaluation criteria
To examine the prediction accuracy of the GM SD (1,1) model, the absolute percentage error (APE) and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are adopted in this paper. They are defined as follows
From Eq.(24), APE(k), k = 2, 3, . . . , ν is referred to as the absolute simulation percentage error at time k, while APE(k), k = ν + 1, ν + 2, . . . , n is referred to as the absolute prediction percentage error at time k. Further, when ℓ = 2, m = ν, the MAPE is the mean absolute simulation percentage error termed MAPE simu , when ℓ = ν + 1, m = n, the MAPE is the mean absolute prediction percentage error termed MAPE pred , and when ℓ = 2, m = n, the MAPE is the overall mean absolute percentage error termed MAPE over . r is randomly generated in [1, 15] by the discrete uniform distribution, and parameter q is given in the intervals [0. 1, 5 .0] by the step 0.01. We define the following notation in the sequel
Validation of the GM
whereâ andb are the estimated parameters of GM SD (1,1) and GM SC (1,1) models, and parameters a and b are the provided determined of Eq.(22).
Employing the above specific parameters, the graphs are depicted in Fig. 2 .
It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the maximum ε is only 1.6172 × 10 −11 which is obvious a truncation error by computer. and the GM SD (1,1) models are listed in Table 2 . We observe from Table 2 that the maximum absolute simulation percentage error of GM SC (1,1) and GM SD (1,1) models are, respectively, 1.0397% and 0.1559 × 10 −12 %, and the maximum absolute prediction percentage error of GM SC (1,1) and GM SD (1,1) models are, respectively, 2.1037% and 0.0945 × 10 −12 %. Obviously, the APE of the GM SD (1,1) model is caused by the round-off error of computer, while the APE of the GM SC (1,1) model is caused by its inconsistency. 
Validation of GM SD (1,1) and other grey models
This subsection further illustrates the advantage of the GM SD (1,1) model by using some real cases. We consider the numerical example from the paper 
Applications
In this section, the GM SD (1,1) model is used to predict the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and the freightage of Lanzhou.
Forecasting the Gross Domestic Product of Lanzhou
Raw data of Lanzhou was collected from the website of the National Bureau The simulation and prediction results are listed in Table 4 , while the errors are listed in Table 5 , and Fig. 3 .
From Tables 4 and 5 , and Fig. 3 that four grey models have successfully caught the trend of the GDP. The GM SD (1,1) model for the mean absolute prediction percentage error and the overall mean absolute percentage error are 
Forecasting the freightage of Lanzhou
The raw data of the freightage of Lanzhou was also collected from the website of the National Bureau of Statistics of China. The total freightage is measured in ten thousand tons. Similarly, the first 6 samples are applied to build the prediction models, and the left samples are used to check and compare the forecasting results. The simulation and prediction results are listed in Table 6 , while the errors are listed in Table 7 and Fig. 4 .
We observe from Table 7 and Fig. 4 It may be remarked here that the idea for GM SD (1,1) model used in our
paper can be used to analyze other grey forecasting model such as GM(1,n) or GMC(1,n) model. These are possible extensions and suggested directions for our future research.
